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One-to-Ones

One-to-one rooms are ideal for sensitive 
topics  or topics where you don't want 
participants to see each others' responses. 
The moderator sees all member comments 
and can  respond accordingly.

Diaries

Create unstructured or structured diaries for
members to complete. Link these to our mobile
app and enable them to be updated on the go.

Notification System

The notice board keeps community members up
to date with what is going on. In addition, a mix of
automated and / or moderator emails alert
members to new tasks or responses to their
comments / posts.

Social Stream

If activated, this option allows members to
communicate with each other outside of the
content added by the researcher. In much the
same way as Facebook works, members can
become ‘friends’, post updates, comment on
others updates etc.

Live Tagging

Both respondent and moderator can tag
comments in a number of ways, ranging from
simple ‘like’ tags to a full range of emotions -
moderators can even annotate comments. All of
which help to speed up your analysis.

Focus Groups

Ideal for small groups of 8-10 participants. Entry
to groups can be date and time controlled. Real
time chat gives fast and smooth user experience
and the interactive whiteboard enables
respondents to review concepts with ease.

Surveys & Polls

Launch quick polls from within the system or
deliver full blown quant studies via the
notice board.

Mobile Updates

Invite participants to download a mobile app
which enables them to post unstructured
comments to a room or structured answers to a
diary, including photos and or video taken on
their phone. Or simplify things and use SMS in
the same way.

Photo Replies

The system allows members to upload photos
onto discussion threads, enabling them to enrich
their feedback in new and novel ways.

Threaded Discussions

The discussion topics in the community can be
optionally threaded and indented, making it 
much easier to follow any side conversations that  
occur during the course of the discussion. 
Moderator comments also appear in a different 
colour to make them easier to spot.

Discussion Rooms

Perfect for larger groups (10+). Discussion topics
can be set-up in advance and delivered in one go
or as needed. You can give respondents free rein
to answers topics in any order, or force a topic-by
topic approach.

Blogs

Develop engagement and a sense of community
amongst members through shared content 
pages. Members upload their own content be it 
photos, videos, ideas or experiences and invite 
feedback from others.

Member Groups

Member groups give you the ability to target
subsets of your community for activities based 
on their profile data. Rooms, polls, surveys, 
ad-hoc content can all be assigned in this way.

Video/Audio Response

Members can record video and or audio
comments directly into any discussion. Great if
you are looking to feedback on product testing or
want to provide an extra dimension to
your analysis.

Bulk Email

Quickly and easily communicate with the whole
or subsets of the community from within the site.
Tailor your communications and contact groups
based on participation activity to maximise
response levels.
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Incentives

Incentivise respondents though the flexible
points system. Pre-define rewards for individual
tasks or assign them on the fly for exceptional
member contributions.

Bulk Member Import

When you have a community of tens or hundreds
of people, you don't want to create and invite
each of them one by one. The bulk member
import function saves time by importing
members and their profile data in one go.

Instant Transcript Export

With one click you can download results from a
discussion along with each member’s profile
information and all the comment tags that have
been added.

Site Statistics

Easily understand how your community is
performing as a whole or drill down to review
specific tasks or even members. Monitor
response rates to emails, engagement with tasks,
points allocated and redeemed, and much more.

Hierarchies

Create hierarchies within the community based
around quality and level of participation, to
promote member engagement.

Customised Branding

Take your community to the next level by
customising the look and feel. We can match your
or your clients’ layout, colours, logos and any
images you wish.

At-a-Glance Member Info

View each members’ details quickly and easily to
help create user groups or tailor your response to
their posts.

Sentiment Clouds

Word clouds within each room give you quick and
easy way to pick out the sentiment of the
discussion without having to read through
all the posts

Rewards

Encourage engagement through non-monetary
rewards. Apply badges to member profiles for
quality posts, uploading media, consistent
participation etc.

Client observers

Invite clients or others to observe what is going
on in your community. They will have their own
special role as an 'observer' and will be allowed to
view the site but not to post.

Required Attributes

Create profiling questionnaires that require
completing before initial signing in can be done,
giving you the ability to add profiling data
on the fly.

Map it!

Members can post different category updates 
e.g. at the bar, in the store, at the gym, which are 
then displayed on a map. Cover any location; 
create and categories; Map it!
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Multi Response

Bring tired checkbox list to life and improve
responses by using respondent friendly
buttons instead.

Image Map

Create an image of your concept, product or
product range and allow respondents to highlight
a set number of areas that they either like or
don’t like.

Rating Scales – Grids

Use text or images to get respondents rating
elements on a single scale – then watch how this
large screen question format transforms to work
on small screen mobile devices.

Themes & Templates

All our themes and templates are designed to
automatically respond to the platform on which
they’re being used, transforming question type
seamlessly to wherever they’re being viewed

Rating Scales

Want to create easy to use and visual stunning
rating scales that mix numeric and semantic
measures seamlessly – No problem!

Page Turner

Create an onscreen full page magazine / 
brochure that respondents can flick through as 
if they were actually reading it.

Shopping Cart

Combine product shots, details and price in this
highly visual and interactive question type. 
Then allow respondents to add any number of 
each item to their cart in this purchase journey
simulator.

Text Highlighter

Display any amount of text large or small and
allow respondents highlight elements of the 
copy that they like or dislike

Card Sorting

Allow respondents to rate any number elements
one by one with this highly effective, user 
friendly function

Rank Sort

Upload any number of images and allow
respondents to quickly rank them by dragging
and dropping them into order

Sliders

Smart and simple the slider question is as easy to
set up as it for respondents to pin point exactly
where they are on any scale you design

Max Diff

Use this powerful choice evaluation tool to get to
the heart of which combination of products,
offers, concepts your audience is most drawn to.
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Hot Spot

Deliver highly visual heat map style outputs from
this easy to deploy and intuitive to use image
evaluation tool

Video Testimonial

Bring any presentation to life with this VoxBox
tool that enables respondents to record short
video comments at any point in your survey

Video Evaluator

Invite respondents to view your video and a get a
second by second evaluation of your concept as
they watch and rate in real time.

Dashboard

Don’t stifle your analysis. Create beautiful,
real-time and interactive dashboards that can 
be quickly distributed and accessed
anywhere, anytime.

Page Timer

Want that all important System 1 reaction to
your concept then use page timer to restrict how
long respondent view it before they rate it.

Crosstabs

Go deeper into your data with this highly 
intuitive and powerful cross tabulation tool, then 
share your outputs on or off line.


